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We present our proposal for
upcoming events made under the
brand and record label Awen
Records. A clearly defined concept,
design and sound.

ABOUT US
We are Awen Records a Label based in Spain and Mexico born in
2017.
Awen is a Welsh word that means inspiration, usually poetic.
Historically it is used to describe the divine inspiration of the bards
in the Welsh poetic tradition.
As a label, their style is presented with an elegant and moving
version of Melodic Techno, which fuses deep atmospheres,
infectious rhythms and emotional voices to create a unique sound
identity.
Combining great chords with rigid rhythms and melancholic moods
in a genre apparently obsessed with melodies from the past, but in
continuous evolution towards an avant-garde future, which is
based on the new generations of electronic music that have been
developing in recent years.

In addition to music and parties,
INNER AWEN stands for new
artistic manifestations and
scenarios that merge with the
music, where all kinds of
international artists merge
together.

EVENT CONCEPTUALIZATION
STAGING

DESCEND INTO THE
UNDERGROUND
Your inner voice, the bestkept secret, the deepest
thought you can recall, the
deepest ring of the target.
The place you find when you
descend, deeper and deeper,
where the staircase ends,
when you decide to go deeper
to discover your true identity,
escaping from the external
noise, to free your feelings
and flow in a perfect
atmosphere of deep
harmonies.
This is INNER AWEN....

LOOK
These events will be aimed at a small
audience, providing a customized experience
that brings together electronic culture, music,
art and new technologies outside a
traditional club context.
It is a unique proposal, with a strong identity
based on an avant-garde and elegant
aesthetic, which represents our musical
concept.
Transforming the reality of the environment
itself, to create a futuristic experience linked
to music, which aims to expand the
boundaries of a traditional festival.
Featuring emerging international artists from
the underground scene released on Awen
Records.

FUTURISTIC
AESTHETICS THAT
BLEND WITH
DIFFERENT SPACES

WHAT IS REAR PROJECTION?
Rear projection is a technology that allows an
image to be projected onto a projection
screen. Using a lens system, it allows you to
visualize fixed or moving images.
The image appears to be suspended in the air
and invites attention to be focused on the
content rather than on the screen.
In INNER AWEN parties, one of the main ideas
is to use this type of projections, creating a
3D geometry environment to submerge the
audience into an audiovisual experience.
Combining black light, smoke and LED lights
integrated into the environment, looking for
an atmosphere sub-realistic in contrast to the
elements of each chosen space.

We aim to use contrast
between cold neon-style
colors integrated into the
natural or industrial
space to create an etheric
and futuristic atmosphere
in contrast to various
types of spaces.
Integration of new
technologies as key
factors of our aesthetics.
Video recording,
streaming events focused
on a greater exposure and
promotion, the recordings
with Drones and audio
visual productions have
managed to give an
added value to this type
of events.

ROSTER
AWEN BRAND LINE UP

ELECTRONIC
MUSIC'S NEW ERA
THE TRUE MEANING OF
'UNDERGROUND'
Underground music can be perceived as an
expression of honesty, intimacy, freedom of
creative expression as opposed to those
practices that are considered to be formulated
or commercially driven.
Our goal is to achieve a feeling of falling into
the underground in an atmosphere of electronic
Ethereal Techno music for adult minds.
With a view to the future and new trends in
events, but preserving that first identity of a
music club.
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Today there are new
generations of artists who are
ready to take over the future in
electronic music.
As a label, we are proud to have
closed EPs with more than 300
artists from around the world,
We are one of the labels that
has released more music in this
genre, worldwide, and we have
invested a lot of time and
resources in research and
discovering of new talents.

SOME OF OUR
ARTISTS FROM 2020

300 PRODUCERS FROM ALL
AROUND THE WORLD AND
PRESENCE IN MORE THAN 40
COUNTRIES
Indonesia, Turkey, America, Germany, Japan,
France, Spain, United Kingdom, Mexico,
Canada, Australia, Belgium, Netherlands,
Norway, Brazil. These are some of the countries
in which we have representation of relevant
artists in our genre.
This wide catalogue offers us the possibility of
organizing events in any part of the planet,
having access to local and international artists
to give shape to our line up.
We have events designed in different formats.
In our website there is a form with all the
necessary information and our roster with the
profile of each artist.
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Rafael Cerato - Starkato - Antonio
Ruscito - I.R.A.L.I - Raw District
Eleven Of July - Senses Of Mind Alexandros
Djkevingr
Greg
Ignatovich - Dizharmonia -Paul
Anthonee - Hells Kitchen - Da
Fresh -Jeancy - Apo Tulup - Elena
Kulstof - Eleonora - Marat Mode Lauren Mia - Mila Journée - WOCORE - Paul Diep - Nairo - Vanita I7HVN - Miguel Payda - Alex
Breitling - SALAH -OIBAF&WALLEN
- Mia Mendi - LUMME - Mental
Order YAD - Riggel - Nohak Shamans - Maook - Karada - Dub
Recycle
Arash
Shadram
Synästhesie - Salbah - Seventh Sea
- Pedro Mercado - Anyice - Jordan
Gill - Paul Diep - Gutenn - Alenor Kobbaia - Animum - SPALAMP Ryan Hill - Dogma(BR) - Shash &
Chaz - His. Creator - Moodayz Garance - 88Dubs -Tal Fussman Remains of Silence - Bob Tosh lily
Pita & Apsara.
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MOAI

DESIGN AND MARKETING
INNER AWEN
ASSOCIATED PROFESSIONALS

SUPPORT IN STRATEGIC
FIELDS

Nowadays, aspects such as
promotion, image and logistics
are key when organizing an
event.
MOAI is a powerful partner in
managing this type of sector,
design and marketing
professionals who know how to
transmit emotions and reach
the public.

PIONEER PLATFORM

MOAI SERVICES

Their futuristic vision and
creativity have raised them to
an international level, bringing
a new language and aesthetics
as an agency specialized in this
industry.

Marketing
We defined a marketing plan to reach more and more
people. We take care of all the details, from image advice,
photography, press kit, social networks, etc... streaming.
Representation
Official representation service for artists that covers
management, promotion, marketing, social networks, hiring
and all the related formalities.
We design everything in one solution for the complex
needs of the electronic music industry.

Official agency and
promoter with worldwide
exclusivity for
Techno Live Sets

awenrecords.com

